
presented here. I have said nothing about further grants by the
Rump Parliament to Cromwell after the Scottish and Woriester
campaigns. Before concluding with a brief discussion of what
happened after Oliver's death and the collapse of the Protectorate, I
would wish to make two brief comments on the patterns these
accumulations of wealth reveal. One is that Cromwell was able to
build up a network of patronage through alienations of these lands,
by granting leases of them and by appointing stewards to husband
these resources. This was one of the ways in which the nhousehold"
of the Protector developed during the i650s. Secondly, it is once
Cromwell becomes Protector that the distinction betwLen his own
wealth and that of the state seems to get very blurred. The later
administration of the lands recorded in Commons' and [.ords,
Journals (Abbott's main source for this topic) as awarded to Oliver
in the l640s is in any case not easy to trace.

As a postscript to this article, it should be noted that this
blurring may account for the rather obscure history of the
dismemberment of Cromwell's property after 1660. EaLh of the
regicides and their assignees forfeited fheir estates to the Crown
under the terms of the Act of Indemnity and Oblivion. In the public
Record Office Class 8178 (Special Commissions of the Exchequer)
there are surveys which were made of the property of the regicides,
but none survives for the estate of Olivei Ciomwell. The nearest
thing I have so far found to a survey is in another class, LR2, in
which there is a list of ?ll.regicides' estates, the counties where they
were to be found and their value. Many of these properties went to
James, Duke of York. Some of the values recorded in this summary
list are very high. Sir John Danvers, for example, had f,6,000 oT
lands in Wiltshire; Sir Arthur Haselrige had f,1,500 in
lricestershire. John Jones of Maesygarnedd, Merionethshire, had
estate in Wales of over f,4,000. But for Oliver Cromwell, only lands
worth f,135 l2s. 5d. in Cambridgeshire and Ely are noted.-Some
other lands in "Emneth and Outwell", Norfolk, were surveyed as
laying been owned either by Oliver or by a syndicate of hihself,
Valentine Walton, Edward Whalley and William Goffe: all his
relatives and all fellow army officers (all in Cromwell's regiment?).
These lands were petitioned for by the King's coachmari-. What-I
have yet to discover is any full survey of the landed wealth of oliver
Cromwell's heirs at the Restoration. It may be that none was made,
since lands once deemed crown and church lands automaticailv
reverted to their pre-lnterregnum owners, and much of Cromwell''s
wealth would have derived from special grants by Parliament which
became void in 1660. Nevertheless, the appar6nt absence of any
formal documentation about Cromwell\s- attainder is anothei
tantalising problem in this research in progress.
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CROMWELLIS FOREIGN POLICY AND THE
UWESTERN DESIGNII

by Timothy Venning

The "Western Design", Cromwell's expedition to the
Caribbean to attack Spanish colonies in 1655, is central to any
assessment of his policies towards France and Spain. These two
great Catholic monarchies, the "Two Crownsn, were the most
powerful states in Western Europe at the time, its nearest threatening
neighbours, and the states most likely to aid Charles II in attempts to
regain his throne after 1651. Luckily they had been embroiled in a
costly and exhausting war since 1635, an extension of the European
Thirty Years'War which had not been included in the general Peace
of 1648 and was further exacerbated by Spain's involvement with
French rebels against the regency government of Anne of Austria
and Cardinal Mazarin. Thus it was a great advantage to English
governments after 1651 to keep the Franco-Spanish war alive if
possible, and Cromwell's Secretary of State John Thurloe chose to
claim that this was the cornerstone of his foreign policy in the
summary of foreign affairs which he wrote for his new masters in
16I-2 (albeit with the benefit of hindsight). He wrote that France
was the more dangerous to the Commonwealth as it was stronger
than Spain, had close family links with the Stuarts, and was not as
unpopular with Charles II's potential allies in England as Spain.
Thus Cromwell had an active policy to encourage Charles II to rely
on Spain by tyrng France to England with a close alliance, with the
result that in 1656-8 Spain proved singularly unable to finance or
equip an invasion of England on Charles's behalf.[1]

The situation in which Cromwell found himself when he
assumed full power in 1653 required the maintenance of large armed
forces, both soldiers and shipping. Besides the security problem
posed by Royalists and disaffected Scots and lrish, the Government
did not rely upon the usual sanction of tradition. The expulsion of
the Rump on 20 April 1653 removed the last part of the traditional
regime of King, [,ords, and Commons, an act of open force for
which many committed Parliamentarians never forgave Cromwell.
An experiment of a Nominated Parliament of "godly" MPs was
followed in December 1653 by Great Britain's first written
constitution, the Instrument of Government, and the civilianization
of the regime under the [,ord Protector was further enhanced by
semi-monarchical reforms in 1657.121 However, the military
establishment remained a large drain on finances throughout the
Protectorate, besides alienating local opinion and political opponents
through such action as the experimental rule by Major-Generals in



1655-6.t31 The cost of some 15 cavalry regiments, l8 regiments of
foot, 35ihips, and 5000 seamen was estimated in December 1654 at
some92,6I6,537 per annum out of a total Governmelt expenditure
of f,2,{77,O79;thE annual revenue was approximately f1,5f36,175,
leaving a deficit equivalent to one year's taxes.[4] The armed forces
could not be substantially reduced after peace was signed with the
Dutch, and more men hid to be raised to deal with Penruddock's
Rebellion.[5] Parliament proposed an overall annual grant of
91,210,000 in autumn L654 for the military establishment and
f,200,000 for the civil one [6], and Cromwell's poor relations with
his MPs prevented much improvement. In summer 1658 his.regime,
at the tr6ight of its reputation abroad, was in serious financial
trouble.[fl

The result of these problems was a constraint on foreign
policy, to which was added the memory of the politicaltrouble when-soldiers 

or sailors had been idle in garrisons or port in 1647-9. Most
"Leveller" malcontents had been weeded out, but there was to be
more trouble in the Navy (ironically, centred on criticism of
Cromwell's war against supposedly unpopular Spain) in 1656.
There was also a substantial feeling of bitterness against France
within the armed forces, that country being regarded as primarily
responsible for Charles's invasion in 1651. The extent of Protestant
fervour against the Europea.n Catholic monarchies as the enemies of
the "newlsrael" is more-debatable.[8] The rebellions within France
in the early 1650s provided an opportunity to act, pa{icylarly as
Protestants (Huguenots), who had been deserted by Charles I and
Buckingham during their previous revolt, and republicans (the
Itormee-rr faction af Bordeaux) were among Cardinal Mazarin's
enemies. Their appeals for help were carefully studied by Cromwell
and his predecesiors in the Rump in 1651-3.[9] Thus in April 1653
Cromwell continued to consider aid to the rebels in south-west
France to weaken the French government, receiving envoys,
studying maps, and sending out his own agents - Joachim Hane and
Jean-Baptisie Stouppe - to assess his chances of success if he
listened to the appeals of the rebel Prince of Conde and his Spanish
backers.[10] The view was long held by historians that Cromwell,
obsessed with the "Black Lrgend" of Spain's Popish cruelties and
the glories of 1588, was determined on war with Spain. In fact, he
maintained the good relations with that country which his
predecessors had established with them throughout l6Y,listening
with every appearance of sincerity to the attempts to win his
friendship by their resident ambassador Don Alonso de Cardenas.
Cardenas, resident in l.ondon since 164O, had long kept up good
relations with the Parliamentary enemies of Charles I, that ruler's
marriage to a French Bourbon princess being of more importance to
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him than the anti-monarchical ideology of a few Parliament-
arians.fl1] Thus Cromwell, as commander-in-chief, had taken part
in the Commonwealth's double negotiations with the French and
Spanish rivals since 1651 and continued to do so in 1654. Spain
offered England the return of Calais if it would assist a Spanish
offensive in Flanders; France, at a disadvantage from its Royalist
links and slowness to recognise the new regime, offered Dunkirk
(taken by Spain in I652).IL2I

A further reason for an even-handed English approach to the
rival offers of France and Spain in 1654 was that the Council of
State was divided its attitudes. Under the Instrument of Government
Cr<lmwell was required to seek their nadvice and consent" on
foreign policy, though there were no sanctions to force this. They
were mostly friends and relations or close military/political allies,
but they were far from being the band of "yes-men" which they
were accused of being by disenchanted contemporaries.[13] Until
recently their importance in decision-making has been
underestimated.[14] A report by Ellis Leighton unearthed by S G
Gardiner suggests a specific division of opinion on the subject of
alliance with France or Spain in the spring of 1654. One faction, led
by Cromwell's talented young prot6g6 General John l-ambert (who
was currently regarded as the second most important man in
England), urged alliance with Spain against Charles II's French
allies; one, led by Sir Gilbert Pickering, urged the reverse; and a
third,.led by Secretary-Thurloe, held that peace with all potential
enemies was essential for the new, fragile Government but that the
Franco-Spanish war had to be kept alive. They also believed that
Cromwell should be "caput et ducem foederis Protgstantis", a
militant role entailing hostility towards any Catholic state believed to
be oppressing Protestants. This role seemingly fitted France in 1654-
5, given first the Huguenot revolt and in April 1655 French
involvement in the much condemned Vaudois Massacre in Savoy.
Contemporary observers believed that Cromwell desired "peace with
all the worldn until he had mnsolidated his position.[lfl

The result was a continuation of negotiations with both
powers in 163, more or less on the basis of an auction of military
assistance to the highest bidder. Cardenas acted for Spain, assisted
by Conde's emissary Barriere, while the new French ambassador
Antoine de Bordeaux was assisted by the hot-headed young Philippe
de Castelmore, Baron de Baas. Baas, the brother of the original of
Dumas's DArtagnan, was Mazarin's nephew's fencing-tutor, a hot-
headed young officer who started asking awkward questions about
the strength of opposition in England in retaliation for Cromwell's
open meetings with French rebels. Cromwell confronted him after
his meetings coincided with the Royalist Gerard Plot in June 1654
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and expelled him, being highly indignant that Mazarin pr9moted him
instead of punishing tiim.lt0l Spain, assisted by the bitterness of
some high-ranking officers against Franceand by Baas's-mistakes,
was hampered - perhaps fatally - by her inability to r?ls9 the mgqey
which Ciomwetf demanded she provide for any English expedition
to Flanders, her hard-pressed finances being severely damaged by
the war in Flanders.[tZ] Complaints from English mercenaries
already in Spanish service to the Protector reinforced his
cautioi.[8] tnany case, no money could be raised in England until
Farliament met.

In these circumstances, the end of rebellion in France
coincided with increasing evidence of Spain's inability to fund an
alliance. Agreement with France was no more likely, given the
prolonged nature of discussions with Bordeaux over commercial
disputes, compensation for seized shipping, and other matters - talks
which frequently drove him to despair and Mazarin to put-prelsure
on Cromw-ell (and satisfy domestic critics) by nearly recalling him.
Accordingly an expedition to Flanders or to assist the Huguenots
became untikely,- and a target outside Europe came under
consideration. Financial difficulties required that a lucrative target be
chosen as no ally could fund the expedition, which seemed to point
to the Spanish 6mpire in America. (Other reasons for this will be
consider-ed later.) Some time in mid-April 1654 the Council held a
debate on the matter, considering whether it was wise to "render
itself agreeable to all the world". The choice of policy-lay between
attacking France, attacking Spain, an! peqce with both "supposing
we miglit have good sums of money from both so to do". Attacking
FrancJwas reclioned "difficult and unprofitable" after the failure of
the rebellions, and "latterly France was not so bitter against the
Protestants". On the contrary, Spanish attacks on English positions
in the West Indies seemed to invite retaliation, though in reality the
control exercised by Madrid over the sprawling Viceroyalties in
Central and South America made the incidents of the past decades
hardly a direct outcome of planned aggressiorr. Past seizures of
treasure-loaded galleons of the Spanish Plate Fleet, bringing gold
and silver from Spain's American mines to Europe to finance the
Spanish government and army, mad.e an attack on them seem "the
niost profitable in all the world".[19] Cromwell himself, according
to Thurloe's later recollections, wtls "for war, at least in the West
Indies, unless assurances were given and things well settled for the
future'.[20] The ability of the Spanish government to control the
actions of its local authorities, customs-officials, and captains was
ignored; to that extent latent prejudice agains! the "Black Legendu of
S-panish cruelty and sinister Popish aggression play-ed its part. It is
significant that the Inquisition, centrepiece of anti-Spanish

propaganda, was mentioned during the discussions. The strategy of
the attack concerned whether to nmake a partial work of it this year',
which would be cheaper and less risky in committing resources
needed at home, and experts on the state of Spanish defences in the
Caribbean (such as Captains Hatsell and Limbery) were called in. It
was decided that a large-scale expedition would be too expensive,
and that a colony shorild be set ub qn a Spanish-held islarid in the
Caribbean to which 8-10,000 troublesome Royalists a year could be
transplanted from Scotland

The use of the Caribbean as a dumping-ground for potential
rebels from within the British Isles had previously been seen at
Barbados, to which Scots prisoners were removed aft€r 1651, and a
nerv, larger colony would prove very useful. It would also cut the
costs of maintaining a military presence in Scotland. According to
the somewhat stylised account we have of the debate, which
probably summarises points made during a rather less neat
discussion, Pickering's faction pressed Cromwell for an open war
with Spain and alliance with France, arguing that this would keep
the Franco-Spanish war in being, 'discountenance our rebels and
fugitivesn, and assist an alliance with France's North German
Protestant allies. In reply, I-ambert's faction argued that Spain
would cut off her trade with England (Lambert's home county of
Yorkshire was the centre of the wool trade which would be
affected), close the Straits of Gibraltar, and ruin English shipping.
Cromwell would not accept the arguments of either for an open
declaration of war, showing a mixture of pragmatism and genuine
indecision (the latter to be ended only when the events of teSS
seemingly pornted to a Spanish war ai God's will). He desired to
restrict military action to "beyond the Linen in the Americas where
Spanish breaches of terms of the treaties of 1604 and 1630 could
excuse some local retaliation, His reply to l-ambert shows that he
was not convinced by the threat to trade - Sparn would not dare to
close the Flemish ports, which relied on suCh trade (they did defy
orders to close in 1655), and othercountries would make up the loCs
of Spanish ports. He singled out France's Marseilles and ihe ports
of Portugal, currently in revolt against Spain.[2l] A peace-treaty
was currently being agreed with Portugal, despite the-fact that its
ambassador's brother had been arrested for killing an Englishman
and would shortly be executed in a public affroni to all claims of
diplomatic immunity.
- Prepa-rations for the Caribbean expedition accordingly
began, and the orders for new dispositions-for the fleet in J[nb
designated fourteen ships for it.[22] It is a comment on the state of
English security that within weeks the Royalists knew about the
destination 1231, and that in July Thurloe's spy in Madrid was
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reporting that nit is not unknown to the Spanish ambassador who is
mad at it and has acquainted his master with it".[24] The Spanish
Council of State duly discussed it, decided that "the English have
some hankering after the island of Santo Domingo", and resolved to
send orders there to prepare defence.[2S] The Spanish thus knew
what was afoot, but due to their war with France they could not
afford to withdraw Cardenas before a rumoured attack became afact
as Cromwell would then ally openly with France. This was the
crucial factor which enabled Cromwell to proceed with his colonial
expedition and continue talks with France and Spain without fear
that his plans would cause Cardenas to leave [,ondon.

There was a further debate on policy on 2Ol3O July, of
which_we possess a stylised but still useful suhmary drawn up by
one of the Council, Colonel Edward Montague (later the admiral
who played a crucial role in the Restoration and created Earl of
Sandwich), Tltr Protector quoted Spain's obstinacy over refusing
toJgrytign for English merchants'Protestant servicbs - something
which the more hard-pressed Portugal had conceded. The othel
important demand was for official acceptance that English ships
could trade with Spanish America, an illegal practice which had led
t9 sporadic seizures of offenders by Spanish officials. In fact the
declineof the Spanish mercantile marinC meant that the illegal visits
9f ryglish and (mainly) Durch shipa had to be tacitly accepted by the
local authorities in order to obtain enough imports,[2fl The official
agceptance of this would only occur when Spain was desperate, in
l'713, and would be seen as humiliating; it was not strictly necessary
to obtain this to benefit merchants. Cardenas referred to the demands
for trade and toleration as nhis master's two eyesn, showing their
importance and prestige. However, some face-saving -lause
allorving services in private had been granted in the featies of 16O4
and 1630. The former was more contentious, and showed
Cromwell's lack of appreciations of practical realities in the area; it
reflected his desire to prevent any further harassment

The Protector gave the following reasons for war
(i) "Providence seemed to lead us hither, having 16O ships

swimmingr...we think it our best consideration to keep up
this reputation" to impress enemies.

(ii) "While considering the two Crowns, and the particular
arguments'weight, we found opportunities point this way".

(iii) "It was told us that the Design would cost little more ihan
laying by the ships, and that with great profit...Six nimble
frigates shall range up and down the Bay of Mexico to get
prey".This fleet proved too small.

(iv) "To stay from attempting it of superfluity is to put it off for
ever, our expenses being such as will in all probability admit
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thatn.
(v) "The good of the Design both to the Protestants'cause and to

the undertakers".
In reply, the arguments against it (attributed to l^ambert)

centred on the practical.difficulties. It was "too far off, having
greatel concemments at home'; it was not likely to gain riches or
"vent for troublesome people in England, Scotland, anii lreland" 1by
lransplanQtion, as recently to Barbados). It would be subject to the
hazards of tropical diseases, and local colonists would not join in
"unless you be well settled" (as in fact happened, to Cromwell's
surprise). "The case at first wrong stated. The charee not wellcharge not wellsurprise). "The case at first wrong stated.
considered. The regulation of law...not well taken care of...What
account shall we grve to krliament fq it?" if it failed.[n]

Other evidence shows Cromwell's attitude to this. The local
Spanish authorities had breached past treaties, as a merchants'
petition shows.[28] I-egal justification was explained to the co-
commander, Robert Venables, in a "heads I win, tails you lose"
mannen

Either there was peace with the Spaniard in the West Indies
or there was not. If peace they had violated it, and to seek
reparation was just. If we had not peace, there was nothing
acted against articles. [29]

Cromwell's own accounts to Farliament in 1656 and 1658 show that
he preferred to indulge in a long account of his spiritual odyssey and
the inevitability of a Divinely-inspired war with the Paiisti to a
careful summary of policy. [30]

It should be emphasised that the Design, preparations for
which went ahead through the autumn of 1654, -lid notimply war in
Europe. Negotiations with French ambassador Bordeaux-for peace
did not conclude until November 1655, and there was no offensive
alliance until Spain was feared to be likely to sign peace with
France. Thurloe's later summary states that:

Cromwell intended not to meddle with anything in Europe
until the Spaniards should begin, unless the Plate Fleet
should be met with, which was looked on as a lawful
prize.[31]

Cromwell3ent Admiral Blake orders to intercept Spanish shipping
in European waters in May-June 1655 [32], but ev-en at this 

-poini

observers in Madrid did not believe that weakened Spain would
declare war unless the 'Design" attacked ports and fortresses in
America.[33] Don Luis de Haro, Philip IV's chief minister, found it



convenient to send a second envoy (the Marquis de l*da) to London
in May 1655, albeit with no new offers. Concurrently, French
troopst involvement in the massacres of Protestant villagers in the
Vaudois valleys of Savoy, their close ally, in April led to a new
outburst of Francophobia in England. This was particularly marked
among radical preachers and the armed forces, while Cromwell held
up the French negotiations until a settlement was reached in_Savoy
and sent indignant letters and envoys (one of them the infamous
George Downing) to France and Savoy. Ironically, Cardenas even
formed an alliance with preachers - the supposed enemies of Spain
and its Inquisition - to press for war with France.[34]

It should be remembered that the sending of a State
expedition !o the Americas was a new departure in English foreign
policy, Cromwell's predecessors having been conspicuous for their
Iack of involvement in colonial matters. The haphazard nature of
English colonies, set up and largely controlled by wealthy
individuals or trading-companies, reflected the lack of a conscious
colonial policy until 1654, and indeed State interference in the
Caribbean was not welcomed by the local settlers who it was
designed to help. The Design seized Dutch ships which had been
trading there in defiance of the Navigation Acts, unaware that such
trade was essential due to the lack of English shipping, as well as
ships trading with Spanish America. (It is noticeable that Cromwell
had ordered his expedition to destroy all ships trading with the
"enemyn although England and Spain were technically at peace and
the action would infuriate both tturch and French, two allies who he
would need in a year or two). Government ships had only been sent
to the A,mericas during the Elizabethan war with Spain, and then
largely through privately-funded expeditions; the State did not have
resources or interest. The civil war had caused greater State interest
for security reasons, and in 1651 an expedition had been sent to
drive Prince Rupert's Royalist fleet from the Caribbean and regain
Barbados. Now, however, a force was being sent to escalate minor
incidents with a nfriendly" Power.

The change in English policy partly reflects Cromwell's
sense of duty to his citizens, whose appeals he was morally bound
to answer. As he wrote in regard to the Hays case in Hamburg in
I6ffi, hb nconceived it a chief part of our duty not to suffer any
countryman of ours in vain to desire our patronage and succour in
distress".[3fl This has been linked by some historians to the way in
which enthusiastic Parliamentarian preachers and pamphleteers had
compared the victories of the New Model A*y, God's chosen
ins[rument, with those of ancient Israel and looked on war with any
Catholic power as being a crusade. (One, the Fenland drainer Sir
Cornelius Vermuyden, wanted England and the Dutch to divide the
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Spanish empire between them.) "Godly" concern for one's fellow-
citizens apart,^a-Catholic target for the armeA forces was popular as
well as hopefully remunerative. In L6S3-4 this could haie been
dire,cted against France or Spain, and Cromwell seems to have
preferred to keep his options open (not least to avoid faction in the
council) while being inclined to acts of reprisal in the Americas. An
important factor in his assumptions about the situation was
undoubtedly.t4g basic prejudice against Spain and its aggressive,
cruel, imperiali stic Counter-Refoimationary Catholicism which
existed in contemporary England. This phenomenon has been best
dealt with in William Maltby's workThe Black Legend in England:
the developnlent of anti-Spanish sentiment. 1558- 1660. t361 

-There

w-as plenty of contemporary "evidence", such as [-as Casas's Tears
of the Indians, which was to be reprinted in 1d56. It should be
remembered that there had been a notable outbreak of anti-Spanish
fear as a result of the outbreak of the Thirtv Years' War aird the
expulsion of Frederick and Elizabeth of Bohemia in 1620, as
reflected in the many calls in Parliament (the voice of the educated
classes) for intervention. This had been in the formative vears of
Cromwell and many of his advisers, and some of the Couircil had
travelled_in Eurgpe during the wars; Colonel Skippon had fought
agpinst- Spain. Interestingly, many MPs had pr-eferred a chJap
colonial war to an expensive ex@ition to the Continent.[37]

Cromwell's plans may have harked back to the debates of
the.1620s, but they also acted as an extension of more recent private
initiatives. some form of state action to assert English powef in the
Caribbean (g.g. u West Indies Company) had been cohsidered by
prominent fi_gg1es_rn the 1620s and 1630s, without Royal support;
the career of sir Thomas Roe is instructive. cromweil had links
with a number of important figures who set up the Providence
Etutt4 Company in the 1630s to found a private colony in the
Caribbean as a base for attacks on Spanish stiipping. They included
his cousin Oliver St. John, his friend tnrd Saye and Selelto whose
cglolys Saye_b1ook, h9 is supposed to have cohsidered moving) and
the father of Councillor Nathaniel Fiennes, pym, and the Future
l-gli.ame1tary admiral Warwick. The Compiny Secretary was
William J^ess9p, late_r Thurloe's deputy. Th6ir ideas provided a
blueprint fo_r hiry to follow on a larg-er icale with Hispahiola (as it
turned out, Jamaica), though the "lnstructions" for the besign make
it clear that Cromwell kept his choice of target vague enbugh to
enable hiscommanders to set up a colony onlhe South Ame-rican
mai{.an{ if- they so desired.[38] The Company's captains, most
qolably William Jackson, provided evidence of the lack of Spanish
defences i1 the region by the ease with which they raided it-in the
early 1640s - evidence which persuaded Cromwell that a small



expedition could be successful.[39] He appears to have taken
particular notice of a renegade Dominican priest, Thomas Gage,
who had long travelled in the poorest-defended areas of central
America and who lobbied the Council early in 1654. The author of
the vitriolic polemic The English-American His Travails by land
and Sea which expatiated on Spanish cruelty and military weakness,
Gase oresented Some Brief and True Observations concernine the
West Indies to the Council, proposing a pre-emptive strike before
Spain attacked other English colonies and arguing for use of
disaffected Negroes, Indians, and Creoles. Interestingly for future
anti-colonialist writing, Gage argued that the Spaniard had no more
right to lands because he had discovered them than would an Indian
who landed in Spain. The just title belonged to the natives, who
could legally confer it on their liberators.

Cromwell took too much notice of the over-confident Gage,
most of whose information was of limited value and twenty ye:rs
out of date. He took less notice of an alternative proposal by the
Royalist Barbadian planter Colonel Modyford, who believed that a
landing on a weakly-held part of Venezuela would be easier as there
would be towns and fields ready to be used. He predicted that a
small, unsettled island would not attract colonists and would be
difficult to plant, causing the English troops to desert, which is what
happened on Jamaica.[4O] In the event, the expedition was made up
of a mixture of troops from different regiments - men who could be
spared from the morb essential tasks at liome - under two indifferent
commanders, Admiral William Penn (father of the founder of
Pennsylvania) and Robert Venables. Thanks to underestimation of
the tasks facing them, they were repulsed at their landing on
Hispaniola and had to make do with Jamaica. Modyford wrote that
he "heartily wished that it might have been their first attempt, that it
might have seemed choice rather than necessity".[41] It is arguable
that it was this unprecedented reverse for the New Model Army
which emboldened Spain to expel the English merchants in that
autumn of 1655 and precipitate war with the enraged Cromwell,
leading to the Spanish alliance with Charles II in April L656.
However, Thurloe's estimation of Spanish weakness held true,
making the Spanish aid to the Royalists small, reluctant, and
insufficient seriously to threaten Cromwell's rule.
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RICHARD CROMWELL

by R C Richardson

[An address given in Hursley Parish church on 9 october 1993 ata
service held to dedicate a commemorative tablet to the second
Protector.l

Richard cromwell is usually presented as little more than an
anti-climax - the central but ineffeciuil figure in the brief epilogue to
the republican regime of his much morJfamous and feared fither.
Richard succeeded oliver cromwell in september 165g and by the
middle of 1659 his political career was ovei. He had a very ton! rre- from 1626to l7l2 - but an exceedingly short period of 

'powe-r. 
(It

is a sobering thoqght that Richard's d;aih occu'rred onry two years
before that of Queen Anne.) His career is reasonablv well
documented in contemporary sources like-the clarke papbrs but
relatively few historiani have iudged it worthwhile to wri'te about
Iti:t]. ut length. Gilbert Burnet disirissed him in a paragraph. The
plbfiography specifically devoted to Richard is nor;xte;siv;. Mark
Noble had much to say about him in a publicationof 1787. Francois
Guizot gave him the two-volume treatment in 1856. c H Firth
lgppliea an account of Richard Cromwell for the Dictionary cif
Vliprlal Biography. R W Ramsey and E M Hause proOGd studies
of his life and times in 1935 and igr2 resp,ctively. Neither of these
publications, however, offered a full-scale biogiaphy of Richard.
Ramsey's book_ is _a straightforward, undemindin! account of
Richard's perlod, Hause's itudy, though considerably longer and
more.scholarly, il 3gtn chi9fly a stu-dy of an age, iocusiing on
what he sees as a "vital y!ar" in the seventeenth ceri'tury.

The. purpose behind today's gathering is not to inflate
Richard's significance but to comniem5rab hiri. what can be said
about him? How should his career be approached and iudged?
clearly the public and private dimensioni'of his life ne6d t6 ue
separated.

. His pub.lic qreer @ncerns us first. Although nominated only
It +9-!ut possible moment Richard succeeded his father peaceably
in 1658 and received many warm expressions of loyalty. He was
positivelywelcomed by. some-supportdrs who approv6a of nis being
untainted by anyclose identificaiion with a particular faction. And
he was welcomed by many Mps as someone who might change the
character of the Protec-toiate by making it less mit"itary. niihard
9lgty9ll,. by. virtue of his background, could not perpetuare his
flather's link with the army and he was less likely to be r6liant on it.
Richard was his own man not simply his fatlrer's son, and as a
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